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Moderation is always in good taste! 

 
 
 
SANDHILL PINOT BLANC 750ML 
Our benchmark Pinot Blanc is very distinctive with mineral notes not common to 
other vineyards. Minimal use of American oak and barrel fermenting protects the 
quality of the fruit enhancing the palate and length of the finish. A pale straw 
color, with the flavours of apple and pear backed by subtle nuances of spicy 
American oak. Goes well with crab cakes, chicken, and mixed greens. 
Code #541185  $19.95 
 
 
BIZEN JUNMAI (PURE-RICE) GINJO PREMIUM SAKE 750ML 
Bizen Junmai (Pure-Rice) Ginjo Premium Sake is "all natural" and made from the 
finest rice and select rice-yeast. It contains no added alcohol, flavoring agents or 
preservatives. Bizen Junmai (Pure-Rice) Ginjo Premium Sake is robust and dry. 
It is clean and leaves a long, spicy refreshing after-taste. It is truly the origin of 
Japanese Sake and is sought after by Sake connoisseurs who appreciate 
authentic products. It is the ultimate Pure-Rice Ginjo Sake of its class. Bizen 
Jumai (Pure-Rice) Ginjo Premium Sake is excellent with chicken, quail and fish 
served with light herbal sauce. It complements most light and semi-lightly 
prepared food. It is best served slightly chilled at 10 - 16 degrees C. It is a 
"Richer, Fatter and Creamier Sake."  
Code #1347  $17.45 
 
 
STARBUCKS COFFEE LIQUEUR 750ML 
Starbucks coffee liqueur is a rich, full bodied liqueur with a smooth finish. It 
is made with 100% roasted Starbucks coffee beans for authentic taste and 
aroma. This liqueur is highly versatile and mixable. 
Code# 282919  Estimate Retail $31.95 
 
 
 
NEGRA MODELO 6/325ML 
Negra Modelo is a quality lager with a balanced, easy-drinking flavour. This 
super premium beer is naturally carbonated through the traditional process of 
Kraeusening, giving this lager a finer bubble and fuller body. Negra Modelo 
combines a unique coppery colour with full flavour and a rich malt aroma. 
Code# 925909  $14.40 
 
 

La modération a bien meilleur goût! 
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CALDORA MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO 750ML 
Caldora Montepulciano D’Abruzzo is a full bodied wine and well balanced. This 
wine is ruby red, with garnet reflections, intense and persistent fragrance, fruity 
with a vanilla essence. This wine is best served with salami, savoury first 
courses, meat and cheese. 
Code# 418335  $13.00 
 
 
CALDORA TREBBIANO D’ABRUZZO 750ML 
Caldora Trebbiano D’Abruzzo has an intense and bright straw yellow colour. This 
wine is a full bodied, balanced, intense and persistent, with fruity yellow fruit 
scent (peach and medlar), a floral with white flower scent (orange blossom). It is 
best served with starters; light first courses, white meat and fresh cheese, and is 
excellent with fish. 
Code # 417659  $11.80 
 
 
FONSECA QUINTA DO PANASCAL 750ML 
A Quinta do Panascal Vintage Port is produced only when a general 
Fonseca declaration is not made, as this wine forms the backbone of a 
Fonseca Vintage Port blend. The decision to bottle a Quinta do Panascal 
Vintage is taken when the wine is judged to be of exceptional quality. The 
wine will spend two year ageing in vat before being bottled and will be 
released when it is ready to drink, normally 10 years after the harvest. 
These wines are lovely and intense and show great fruit, balance and 
structure. 
Code # 418327  $68.30 
 
 
GLAYVA SCOTCH LIQUEUR 750ML 
Glayva is unique -- a blend of the finest selected Scotch whiskies, each chosen 
for its smoothness, mellowness and maturity, which are then married carefully 
with a rich variety of natural herbs, honeys and flavourings to achieve the 
distinctive and original taste which is its hallmark and which has pleased and 
attracted so many. This is a smooth and mellow Scotch whisky liqueur made in 
Scotland to an ancient recipe using the finest Scotch whiskies, wild heather 
honey and herbs. 
Code # 201251  $38.65 

La modération a bien meilleur goût! 
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